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Datavideo

booth: SL8011
Datavideo is revolutionizing live video by providing complete production and
streaming solutions that are reliable, affordable and easy to use. Products
include switchers, recorders, streaming encoders, decoders, converters,
character generators, monitors, and PTZ cameras.

www.datavideo.info

Datavideo will showcase KMU-100 4K Multi-Camera Unit, DVS-100 Cloud
CDN solution, SE-1200MU with either the RMC-260 control panel or the
RLC-1000 PC control center (which controls SE-1200MU plus PTC-150
PTZ camera & HDR-70 HD Hardisk recorder), PTC-150T HD/SD PTZ
Camera with HDBaseT Technology, new 100m HDMI cable & lastly a new
portable hand-carrying mobile switcher.

Imagine Communications

booth: N2502
NAB Show 2016 will mark the debut of several product innovations from
Imagine Communications that bring generational advances to today’s media
operations and practices. Attendees will be the first to experience the latest
solutions from Imagine Communications in hybrid infrastructure,
compression and transcoding, monitoring and management, playout, cloud
DVR and dynamic ad insertion, as well as ad management.

www.imaginecommunications.com

In addition, Imagine Communications will demonstrate the depth and
breadth of the integration of 4K/UHD and High Dynamic Range (HDR)
capabilities across the company’s entire networking and playout platforms.
The company will showcase its advanced support for HEVC/H.265
compression in its market-leading Selenio platform.

EditShare

booth: SL9716

www.editshare.com

EditShare, a technology leader in intelligent shared storage and media
management solutions, will showcase XStream EFS SSD, a powerful, scalable shared storage solution engineered for the extreme bandwidth requirements of uncompressed 4K and HD post-production as well as Digital
Intermediate (DI), VFX and finishing projects. The new product extends the
award-winning EditShare EFS platform by combining Solid State Drives
(SSD) with a new architecture that scales from a budget-friendly 8TB all the
way up to 5PB+. Since shipping at NAB 2015, the XStream EFS has become
the core storage platform of choice for many of the world’s most successful
facilities & productions including WMHT, Sid Lee & RedSeven Entertainment.

Grass Valley Belden

booth: SL106
At NAB 2016, Grass Valley will announce the arrival of EDIUS 8.2 Multiformat Nonlinear Editing Software, which is already capable of handling 4K
and 8K content. New features in EDIUS 8.2 is improved Primary Color
Correction, Motion Tracking, RAW file decode & Draft Preview (only in
EDIUS Workgroup). In EDIUS 8.2, the GV Browser has been improved.

www.grassvalley.com

Also showcase is the new improved T2 Intelligent Digital Disk Recorders,
combining advanced nonlinear production features with VTR-like controls,
with multiple playback/record channels. With 2 units of T2, you have 4K
video playout. With EDIUS 8.2 you can edit a T2 growing file during capture.

BroadStream Solutions (OASYS)

broadstream.com

4th April 2016

booth: N6315

BroadStream Solutions helps broadcasters improve playout efficiency by
reducing hardware and utilizing software to simplify workflow and improve
performance. Our expertise in broadcast focuses on developing leading
edge, software-based solutions for Integrated Playout to deliver
flexibility, dependability, improved workflows & efficiency for our customers
worldwide. Discover why WRAL, LATV, NPG Broadcast, KRLU, WBGU and
Idaho PBS have selected BroadStream as their playout solution.

www.graphics-vision.com
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